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Introduction

The mutation rate of bacterial strains is known to adapt to the evolutionary conditions through the emergence of “mutator strains”. These strains have a 10 to 100 fold raised mutation rate compared to regular individuals \cite{1}. Mutator strains are supposed to raise in specific conditions such as stress or environmental change. Indeed, in such conditions, the elevated mutation rate can be beneficial since it enables bacteria to quickly find a positive mutant. In such a case, the mutator allele hitch-hikes with the favourable mutations and the mutator strains can come to fixation \cite{2}. Now, mutators also experience a mutational burden due to muller’s ratchet. When the environment is stable for a long time this burden will wash-out mutators from the population, leading to the fixation of non-mutator strains \cite{2}. Hence, the dynamic of mutator/non-mutator strains should show bursts of mutator invasion linked to environmental variation.

This view is challenged by the Long Term Experimental Evolution experiment in which 6 out of 12 strains had become mutators and keep a very high mutation rates for tens of thousands of generations \cite{3}. Moreover, in some of these 6 strains, mutators have emerged late in the experiment (e.g. after 20,000 generations). At that time most of the fitness improvement had already been fixed and the benefit of mutators is much less clear than earlier in the experiment. Finally, despite theoretical predictions on mutation rates no slow down of adaptation is observed compared to non-mutator strains, even after thousands of generations \cite{4}.

All these observations call for a deeper understanding of mutator strains evolution. To this aim we used the aevol simulation software \cite{5}. In aevol we first evolved 10 Wild-Type populations with parameter setting leading to the evolution of bacteria-like genomes \cite{6}. These populations evolved for 300,000 generations. Then, we cloned each of these populations 20 times and 10 of these clones were evolved with a 100 fold increase of the substitution rate (the rate of all other kind of mutations being kept constant). These clones are later-on called “mutators”. The remaining 10 were evolved with the same mutation rate as the wild-type (controls). The evolution experiments were continued for 100,000 generations and we were then able to analyse the behaviour of the mutators and
to compare it to the controls. Importantly the environment is kept constant all along the experiment.

**Results**

When compared to the controls, the mutators systematically show a mutational burden that is more or less pronounced depending on the initial strains (figure 1). This burden last for a few thousands of generations. Then the mutators start to recover and most of them regain their initial fitness. Indeed, out of the 100 mutators, 66 have recovered their initial fitness (i.e. the fitness of the ancestral clone at generation 300,000). 25 are doing even better since, at the end of the experiment, they have a net gain in fitness that is higher than the wild-type strains at the same generation (i.e. mutators at generation 400,000 are better than control at the same generation).

![Fig. 1. Mean change in metabolic error of the ancestral lineages between generation 300,000 and 400,000 for the ten replicates of each starting population (the lower the metabolic error, the higher the fitness). Left: Mean change in metabolic error of wild types. After 300,000 years of pre-evolution, we still observe reduction of the metabolic error for all starting populations. Right: Mean change in metabolic error of mutators strains. All 10 populations show an initial increase in the metabolic error, followed by compensatory evolution.](image)

When looking at the evolution of mutators genome, an interesting feature immediately catches the eye. While control genome sizes are almost constant along the 100,000 generations of the experiment, mutators genomes regularly increase, with a final genome length 10% longer than their initial size. This change in genome size is even more striking if one look at the two main compartment of the genome: essential base-pairs versus non-essential base-pairs (in aevol essential base-pairs are nucleotides that cannot be changed or removed without changing the phenotype. On the opposite non-essential base-pairs can be removed without any phenotypic effect). In the control strains, the constant
genome size actually hides a slight increase of the essential bp and a slight decrease of the non-essential bp. On the opposite, in the mutators, the number of essential bp is slightly decreased while the number of non-essential bp strongly increases (the number of non-essential base-pairs being often doubled during the experiment).

To understand the dynamic of the genome increase in the mutators, we developed two analysis tools. First, using the `aevol_misc_ancestral_robustness` post-treatment, we are able to estimate the evolution of the local curvature of the fitness landscape along the lineage of the best final individual. Second, we developed a Monte-Carlo procedure that enables us to maintain the genome size constant while keeping the same mutational burden\textsuperscript{3}. We then observed that the increase of the genome size leads to an increase of the fraction of deleterious mutants around the ancestor while the fraction of positive mutants remains stable. Indeed, removing the added non-essential bp invert this tendency and reduce the fraction of deleterious mutants.

**Discussion**

Our results confirm that a sufficient increase of mutation rate results in a mutational burden, although this burden is strongly dependent on the wild-type lineage. However, they also show that this burden can be quickly reduced by the evolutionary adaptation of the mutator strains to the new mutational conditions. Indeed, most mutator strains recovered their initial fitness. More surprisingly, mutators can sometime overcome the wild-type lineage, providing they acquire a genetic structure that enable them to support the mutational load without experiencing the associated burden.

Analysing the genomes of the mutator strains, we have been able to understand how the mutators manage to support the mutation rate increase. First they reduce the number of essential base-pairs in their genomes. Interestingly, this reduction is often neutral – a paradox given the definition of essential base-pairs. Indeed, one of the main feature of the mutator genomes is that they contain less mRNAs (but longer ones). This enables them to reduce the number of essential base-pairs (by suppressing a terminator and a promoter) and thus the mutational burden while keeping the phenotype constant. More surprising is the increase of the non-essential base-pairs in all mutator genomes. Now, as the analysis of the mutational neighbourhood along the mutators lineage shows it, the increase of the non-essential base-pairs increases the fraction of offspring harbouring deleterious mutations as well as the net (negative) effect of these mutations. This effect is due to chromosomal rearrangements which deleterious effect is directly

\textsuperscript{3} A trivial solution to keep the genome size constant would be to forbid all mutational events that change the genome size – i.e. InDels, large duplications, large deletions. However, this lowers the mutational burden and strongly change the evolutionary dynamics of the mutators. We thus developed a post-treatment where these mutations are fully active but that remove/add the same number of non-essential base pairs to keep the global size constant.
related to the size of the genome, whatever the relative proportions of essential and non-essential base pairs [5,7]. Thus, the increase of non-essential base-pairs is likely to trigger an anti-robustness strategy [8]: increasing the deleteriousness of negative mutants let more room for neutral (or even positive) offspring. These offspring are thus able to reproduce more, indirectly increasing their mutational robustness.

To conclude, our results show that the dynamic of mutator strains is strongly dependent on the evolution of their genomic structure. Indeed, when submitted to high mutation rates for a long-enough time, genome structures adapt to better support the mutational load, eventually suppressing the mutational burden. This raises many questions on the dynamic of mutator strains in nature. Indeed, such strains seem to be pervasive, not only in the Long Term Experimental Evolution set-up but also in natural and clinical isolates [9]. Now, although in our experiments the mutational burden is clearly visible in all mutator strains, one can ask whether such a burden would still be experienced for individuals regularly switching between mutator and non-mutator states. In such a case, the genomic structure of the individuals could adapt to the high mutation rate and avoid the mutational burden. Indeed genomic structures are known to be able to evolve such that quick adaptation to a repeatedly changing environment is possible [10]. In such conditions, even a minor environmental change could result in the fixation of mutator strains since these strains would have the ability to quickly find new beneficial alleles without experiencing the associated burden. Moreover, our results show that, providing they own a robust genomic structure, the mutator strains can evolve as rapidly as WT strains, a situation that perfectly mimics what is observed in the LTEE.
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